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Abstract

Embedded distributed systems play an important role
in many advanced technical systems. In order to satisfy
high availability and reliability requirements, fault toleran-
ce techniques such as triple modular redundancy are em-
ployed. In addition, techniques for graceful degradation are
required to handle situations when a system experiences too
many faults to compensate them while still providing a re-
duced albeit sufficient functionality.

As a formal visual specification technique to describe
known standard fault tolerance solutions we proposedfault
tolerance patterns[24] which capture the essential struc-
ture and relevant deployment restrictions of these solutions.
Fault tolerance patterns are easily applied during the de-
sign of component-based systems to increase the reliabili-
ty or availability of specific components or subsystems and
permit to derive a correct initial deployment and guide the
self-repair of the system.

In this paper, we extend our fault tolerance pattern ap-
proach with additional visualdegradation rules. The rules
can at first be employed to define reconfiguration steps for
the system which reduce the provided level of fault tole-
rance while retaining the provision of functional properties.
Secondly, steps which result in a graceful degradation and
thus only a reduced functionality can be defined.

1. Introduction

Today, distributed embedded systems are of paramount im-
portance for the dependable operation of many advanced
technical systems (cf. [22, 13]). In such systems reliabili-
ty and availability are important non-functional attributes
of embedded systems. As hardware failures can and will
happen for some nodes of such complex distributed em-
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bedded systems, the systems must have appropriate failure
handling capabilities. One possible direction are fault tole-
rance techniques [21] which employ redundant components
in the space, time and/or information domain to improve
the fault tolerance capabilities of a design. Techniques for
graceful degradation can be employed to handle situations
when a system experiences too many faults to compensate
them while still providing a degraded level of functionality
(cf. [27, 10]).

As the manual design and implementation of fault to-
lerance techniques is a complex and error prone task, we
proposed to usefault tolerance patterns[24] as a formal
visual specification technique to describe the structure and
deployment restrictions of known standard fault tolerance
techniques. The patterns support to easily apply well known
strategies by simply reusing the patterns for components or
structures of components where special attention for their
reliability or availability is required. The deployment re-
strictions provided by the patterns can be further used to
check that a given deployment respects the deployment re-
strictions of the pattern to exclude common-mode failures
which could result if multiple redundant components are er-
roneously deployed on the same node. In addition, a correct
initial deployment with respect to the deployment restricti-
ons can be derived automatically.

While the fault tolerance technique, which are realized
via the patterns, usually tolerate single hardware faults, ad-
ditional hardware faults which may accumulate over time
cannot be tolerated. Therefore, in practice a manual repair
of the embedded system must be performed to restore the
capability to tolerate faults. However, in many application
domains manual repair is either impossible, only possible
after rather long operation periods, or is more costly than
spending more for the initial standby hardware. Thus, tech-
niques which enable the self-repair or self-healing of the
system without explicit maintenance would improve the si-
tuation considerably.

Several concepts [8, 7, 3, 4, 26] are proposed today
which let the system reconfigure itself to repair detected
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problems (cf. self-healing [16]).1 A number of these approa-
ches [4, 3, 26] suggest to derive a valid deployment mapping
for self-repair actions in the presence of node crashes. In
[26] a self-repair algorithm which is in line with these other
approaches for fault tolerance pattern has been presented. If
fault tolerant software components fail during runtime, the
algorithm redeploys them in order to maintain the fault tole-
rance capabilities of the system. In case of crash failures at
run-time, the deployment information given by the deploy-
ment restrictions of the fault tolerance patterns are used to
determine an appropriate redeployment of the failed com-
ponents. This approach has been further optimized in [25]
looking for an optimal compromise between repair time and
damage minimization.

In this paper, we extend the outlined fault tolerance pat-
tern approach by means of visualdegradation rules. The-
se rules describe which elements of a given pattern can be
removed to reduce the resource consumption of the confi-
guration and which reduced non-functional and functional
quality results. If only the reliability or availability of the
subsystem is affected, we denote such a rule to be adepen-
dability degradation rule. We name it agraceful degrada-
tion rules if also the functionality provided is restricted or
has only a reduced quality.

The paper is organized as follows: The underlying con-
cepts of the fault tolerance patterns are introduced in Secti-
on 2. Our extension in form of degradation rules follow in
Section 3. Then, the extension of our approach for the self-
repair which takes degradation rules into account is sket-
ched in Section 4 and related work is discussed in Section
5. Finally, we conclude the paper and give an outlook on
planned future work.

1While dynamic reconfiguration is not recommended by more traditio-
nal approaches (see IEC 61508), also prominent proposal exists which see
reconfiguration as a key to dependable systems [23].

2. Fault Tolerance Patterns

Fault Tolerance Techniques have a long history in the de-
velopment of dependable systems. Fault Tolerance Patterns
[24] capture the structure and deployment restrictions of
well known fault tolerance techniques in a formal and visual
manner. We outline the underlying concepts in the followi-
ng providing two examples: the triple modular redundancy
pattern and the recovery block pattern. These examples are
subsequently employed to present our extension with degra-
dation rules.

2.1. Triple Modular Redundancy

Figure 1 shows the structural specification of the triple mo-
dular redundancy (TMR) fault tolerance pattern described
by UML 2.0 [15] component diagrams. A triple modular
redundancy system uses amultiplier component which trip-
les the input received and forwards it to the three com-
ponentsunit1 . . . 3, which actually perform the computation.
Thevoter compares the different results and chooses the re-
sult which at least two of the components returned. Thus, a
triple modular redundancy system can tolerate one crashed
or malfunctioning component. Theuser andprovider com-
ponents are not part of the fault tolerance pattern but are
important for connecting the using and used components
during application of the pattern. See [26] for an applicati-
on of the triple modular redundancy pattern to an example
from the railway domain.

In the case of improper deployment of the different com-
ponents of the pattern, common-mode failures spoil the
fault tolerance enhancement of a triple modular redundancy
setup. For example, if two of these three redundant copies
are executed on the same node, crash failure independence
does not hold anymore for node failures and the usage of
a TMR becomes pointless. Thus, the componentsunit1. . . 3
must be deployed to distinct nodes. Themultiplier andvo-
ter as well as theprovider anduser components are single
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points of failure in a simple application of TMR. Our ob-
servation is, that if auser component fails, thevoter is not
needed anymore. Thus, in order to enhance the fault tole-
rance of the TMR setup, we propose to deploy theprovider
andmultiplier as well as thevoter anduser to the same node,
i.e. both components do not crash fail independently of each
other. In addition, the nodes executing the redundant copies
should differ in order to tolerate hardware design faults. Fi-
gure 2 shows the deployment restrictions of the fault tole-
rance pattern of Figure 1 with a UML 2.0 deployment dia-
gram. Such a graphical specification as a diagram typically
provides better readability than a textual representation.

2.2. Recovery Blocks

As second example for a fault tolerance pattern we consi-
der recovery blocks. Recovery Blocks [11, 1] aim at impro-
ving reliability due to different implementations for a spe-
cific function with different qualities and possibly different
input data. An implementation of this technique consists of
a number of alternative implementations and an acceptance
test which is executed after each alternative. The acceptan-
ce test checks the values computed by the alternative. If the
check does not execute successfully, the next alternative is
executed.

In contrast to standard recovery blocks, our recovery
block pattern targets distributed systems just as the ap-

proach presented in [12]. In order to tolerate crash failu-
res, we replicate the different alternatives and the acceptan-
ce tests as shown in Figure 3. During deployment of the
recovery block pattern elements, a copy of the acceptance
test and one alternative are deployed as a pair to the same
node whereas the different pairs are deployed to different
nodes. Provider and multiplier as well as selector and user
are deployed to the same node due to the same argument
as given above in the description of the TMR deployment
constraints.

2.3. Redeployment and Self-Repair

In [26] it is shown, how the deployment problem conside-
ring the above presented graphical deployment restrictions
is translated into a standard integer problem which is sol-
vable by standard constraint solvers like e.g. ILOG’s Solver
software.

Basically, for each component-node combination a boo-
lean variablexi,j is used. The constraint solver then can
either set the variable to 1 denoting that the componenti
should be deployed to nodej or set it to 0 for the other ca-
se. Then, the following consistency constraint is required to
ensure that each component is located on exactly one node
(cf. [25]):

∀j :
∑
i∈C

xi,j = 1 (1)



The graphical deployment constraints are also transfor-
med into constraints over these boolean variables. The cons-
traint ∀j : xunit1,j + xunit2,j ≤ 1 captures the deploy-
ment restriction that the two componentsunit1 andunit2
must not be deployed to the same nodej. For ri the re-
sources required for each componenti anduj the resources
available on a nodej, we have to additionally ensure that
∀i :

∑
j∈N xi,jri ≤ uj holds.

If hardware resources fail, software components fail, too.
As the hardware faults can either affect non-redundant com-
ponents or accumulate over time, we support that the system
can do a self-repair by redeployment of the failed softwa-
re components. In [26, 25], we presented an approach to
compute repair actions in a timely way, which are optimal
w.r.t. damage of the component failures.

At first, the proposed algorithm tries to find a new de-
ployment node for the failed software components. If a sim-
ple redeployment of just these components is not feasible
due restrictions on the underlying hardware platform, other
software components may be migrated in order to find sui-
table available hardware resources for the failed software
components.

If the load of the hardware resources is high, the failu-
re of just one hardware resource may lead to the situation
that a redeployment of the failed software components may
not be possible. If redundant copies of these failed software
components are still working, the damage which is implied
by this failure is rather small. But if non-redundant com-
ponents are affected, the damage to the system is greater.
Thus, we need to make resources available to redeploy those
components. In the following, we therefore present degra-
dation rules which aim at describing our options to repair a
system by also taking the degrading of its non-functional or
even functional properties into account.

3. Degradation Rules

In Section 2, we presented fault tolerance patterns which
capture structure and deployment restrictions of existing
fault tolerance techniques in a formal way. Thus, they are
easily applicable to software models. Typically, fault tole-
rance techniques employ redundancy in order to tolerate fai-
lures. The redundant pieces of software either are identical
copies (e.g. Triple Modular Redundancy) or provide diffe-
rent levels of functionality (e.g. Recovery Blocks). In times
of need (e.g. excessive amount of failures), the number of
redundant copies may be decreased in order to keep the sys-
tem operational even at a decreased level. A specification is
necessary which guides the system how to degrade the sys-
tem without loosing too much functional quality. Thus, we
proposedegradation rulesto complement the structural and
deployment specifications of fault tolerance patterns.

For each fault tolerance pattern, we support the specifi-

cation of a set of degradation rules. A degradation rule can
decrease non-functional properties like reliability as well as
decrease the functional quality of the software. Similar to
structural and deployment specifications of fault tolerance
templates, we use a visual specification language. These de-
gradation rules specify the behavior which is executed while
degrading the system’s functional or non-functional proper-
ties. As those rules are important for the dependability of
the systems, the rules must be formally defined using an ap-
propriate formalism.

3.1. Story Patterns

Graph transformations [19] are a powerful formalism for
the specification of structural changes to graph like structu-
res and as such are an appropriate notion for the specificati-
on of degradation rules.

Graph transformation rules consist of structural speci-
fications for a precondition and a postcondition. A graph
transformation rule is applicable if each element of the pre-
condition structure (excluding negative elements) can be
mapped onto one element of the host graph. No two ele-
ments of precondition structure must be mapped onto the
same element of the host graph (isomorphism check). Then
the host graph is changed in such a way that each element of
the postcondition can be mapped onto an element of the host
graph while retaining the element mappings created during
the precondition mapping and remove elements which are
part of the pre- but not part of the postcondition structure.

As concrete formalism story patterns [28, 5] are employ-
ed. Story patterns combine pre- and postcondition structu-
res into a single diagram based on UML [15] collaboration
diagrams. The difference between pre- and postcondition
structures is denoted by annotating elements by�create�
and�destroy� stereotypes. An elemenent annotated by
�create� will be created during application of the story
pattern, whereas an element annotated by�destroy� will
be destroyed.

Graph matching which is required in order to find a pre-
condition in the host graph is a NP-complete problem [6].
As our degradation rules should be executed during runtime
and failure recovery should be fairly fast, this is an unplea-
sant property. Fortunately, we can efficiently compute the
relevant mappings of preconditions onto the host graph at
deployment time due to knowledge about the occurrence of
the fault tolerance patterns in the system.

In the following, we will present degradation rules for
the TMR and the recovery block patterns. The TMR de-
gradation rules degrade the reliability of the system (non-
functional property) whereas the recovery block degradati-
on rules degrade the functional property of the system.



3.2. Triple Modular Redundancy

Figure 4 shows a graceful degradation rule for the triple
modular redundancy pattern. This rule specifies the degra-
dation of a pattern application from a triple modular setup
to a double setup, i.e. one redundant copy ofUnit is remo-
ved from the deployment system. The removal of the red-
undant copy is specified using the�destroy� stereotypes.
The connector between thevoter and the redundant copy
as well as the connector to themultiplier are also removed.
The resulting double modular redundancy setup can tolerate
crash failures, but cannot tolerate value failures.
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Abbildung 4. Triple → double redundancy

The second graceful degradation rule converts an already
degraded double modular redundancy (former triple) setup
into a non-redundant one. Figure 5 shows the story pattern
which captures this behavior. This pattern removes the se-
cond redundant copy of the pattern application. Asmultiplier
andvoter are not necessary for a single computation unit,
they are removed too. The finalunit is directly connected to
theuser andprovider components. As no redundancy is em-
ployed, the setup cannot tolerate a failure anymore. Note,
that the rule requires that there is no other redundant copy
available since then removing themultiplier andvoter would
not been possible. This is visualized by the crossed outunit
component.
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Abbildung 5. Double → no redundancy

3.3. Recovery Blocks

Graceful degradation for the recovery block pattern is per-
formed by removal of alternatives and their acceptance test

instance. As the number of alternatives can differ in appli-
cations of the fault tolerance pattern, we propose iterative
degradation rules. Two rules complement each other. The
first rule removes the first alternative and its accompanying
acceptance test. The first one is removed, since its typical
the most sophisticated one and therefore probably has the
most resource requirements. Note, that the acceptance test,
which should be removed, is connected to another via the
directednext-edge. The negative acceptance test node in the
lower part of the figure assures that there exists no previous
acceptance test node, i.e. the acceptance test is the first one.
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Abbildung 6. Remove first alternative

The first rule can only be executed as long as there is
more than one alternative and acceptance test. If this is not
the case, there is only one final alternative in the system.
As in this case, the multiplier, selector and acceptance test
components are unnecessary, the second degradation rule
simply removes them from the model. Note, that both inco-
ming and outgoingnext-edges are negated, i.e. there are no
other acceptance tests connected to this one and as such it
is the final one.
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4. Self-Repair with Degradation

Software components in distributed systems experience fai-
lures. In Section 2.3, we presented an approach to repair a
partially failed system by redeployment of the failed softwa-
re components. In high load systems, a redeployment of fai-
led software components may unfortunately be not possible
due to unsatisfiable resource constraints. In this situation,
degradation rules as presented in Section 3 are used in or-
der to free up resources by either decreasing non-functional



properties like fault tolerance and retain the required func-
tionality or vice versa.

We have two options to process the degradation rules:
(1) We may execute a set of rules2 on the deployment cons-
traint model and solve the constraint model using the algo-
rithm presented in [25]. (2) We may map the application of
all degradation rules into the objective function of the cons-
traint model. Using an objective function, the constraint sol-
ver minimizes the degradation due to a value associated to
the different configurations produced by applications of the
degradation rules. The values denote the different qualities
of the configurations, i.e. a triple modular redundancy setup
has a higher value than a non-redundant setup.

The first option may result in non-optimal application of
degradation rules as more rules are applied than necessary.
But due to the incremental approach of [25], a fast recovery
from the failure is provided. The second option offers the
advantage that an optimal number of rules is selected for
application but needs more time to find an minimal degra-
dation due to the objective function.

We suggest to select each of these two options depending
on the types of failures which are observed for the softwa-
re components. If a timely reaction to at least on of these
failures is required because one failed software component
is an important non-redundant one, we suggest to use op-
tion one. After a successful redeployment of the degraded
system, one can employ the second option to minimize the
amount of degradation rules applications. If only redundant
copies experience failures, the functionality of the system
is not affected. Thus, it is reasonable to pursue option two
directly. In the following, we sketch these two options.

4.1. Fast Degradation

The incremental algorithm [25] presented in Section 2.3
for the computation of self-repair actions starts with a small
deployment model consisting of only a small number of
components. This small model is repeatedly extended by
other components until the deployment model is solvable.

The degradation rules are applied to the component
structure of the deployment model during execution of the
algorithm. In detail, the degradation rules are applied each
time they can be applied to the model. Thus, whenever a
reduced deployment model is not solvable, applicability of
the degradation rules is tested. If the precondition of the ru-
le can be matched3 with the component structure, the rule is

2The actual number of graceful degradation rules is based on the
amount of failed software components and can be specified by the admi-
nistrator. A first rough estimation is to apply at least the same amount of
rules as the number of failed components.

3This precondition check is fast, since we know which components are
applicants of a fault tolerance pattern and as such we just have to check
if all members of one pattern instance are contained in the deployment
model.

applied and the constraint solver is executed. If it does not
succeed, the model is extended as in the original approach
and the next iteration of the algorithm is performed.

Based on this extended algorithm, we preserve the fast
responsiveness of the algorithm and additionally take into
account the application of the degradation rules.

4.2. Minimal Degradation

In contrast to the above described approach for a fast re-
covery from a failure, we aim here at minimal degradation
of the system. Thus, possible applications of degradation ru-
les are added to the deployment constraint model using the
objective function provided by the constraint solver.

The transformation of the deployment model to the input
language of a constraint solver is shown in Section 2.3. The-
re, boolean variablesxi,j ∈ {0, 1} are used denote whether
a componenti ∈ C is deployed to hostn ∈ N or not.

It is not required that all components are deployed due
to the possible application of the degradation rules. Thus,
we get forp ∈ P the set of pattern occurrences with related
componentsCp that for componentsi ∈ C − {Cp|p ∈ P}
still equation 1 must hold while otherwise the following in-
equality must hold:

∀j ∈ N :
∑

i∈{Cp|p∈P}

xi,j ≤ 1 (2)

In order to express the application of degradation rules,
we introduce boolean variablesbi ∈ {0, 1}, which denote
whether a componenti is deployed on any node (bi = 1) or
not (bi = 0).

bi =
{

1 :
∑

i∈C xi,j = 1
0 : else

The application of degradation rules for each pattern oc-
currencep ∈ P can then be expressed in terms of boolean
expressions over thebi variables. This is formally repre-
sented using additional boolean variablesdp

1, . . . , d
p
k which

denote whether different degraded configurations1, . . . , k
hold. In this case, ifdp

3 = true holds, then the full triple
modular redundancy setup is used. ifdp

1 = true holds, then
only a single redundant copy is used. These configurations
dp

k are computed by the application of the degradation rules
specified in Section 3. Finally, the constraintcp which en-
forces that exactly one of the configurations is operational
has to be added to the constraint system.

dp
3 = bmultiplier ∧ bunit1 ∧ bunit2 ∧ bunit3 ∧ bvoter

dp
2 = bmultiplier ∧ ((bunit1 ∧ bunit2) ∨ (bunit1 ∧ bunit3)

∨(bunit2 ∧ bunit3)) ∧ bvoter ∧ ¬d3

dp
1 = (bunit1 ∨ bunit2 ∨ bunit3) ∧ ¬d2 ∧ ¬d3

cp : (dp
1 ∨ dp

2 ∨ dp
3)



The objective of the constraint solver is to maximize the
deployed components as the execution of a degradation ru-
les decreases the amount of deployed components. In terms
of the deployment constraint model introduced in this sec-
tion, the objective function is to maximize the value of the
different fault tolerance pattern occurrencesp ∈ P using
their set of degradation configurationsk ∈ Dp weighted
value given by the constant factorsαp

k. Note that the com-
ponents which are not related to any pattern are not subject
of the optimization.

max
∑
p∈P

∑
k∈Dp

αp
kdp

k

5. Related Work

Many approaches (e.g. [17, 4, 14, 2]) address the problem
of deployment and reconfiguration of fault tolerance enhan-
ced systems. While [17, 14] do not specifically tackle the
problem of minimal redeployment, [4] tries to compute op-
timal redeployment actions by a model extension approach
similar to ours. In contrast to the others approaches, Arshad
et al. present in [2] a planning based approach for failu-
re recovery. Based on a domain model which specifies the
components and its requirements on the system as well as
reconfiguration actions, an AI planner is used to find a plan
for failure recovery. The AI planner tries to find a sequence
of actions which change the system state from the initial,
failure state to a certain goal state (e.g. a number of rede-
ployment steps). Degradation actions in combination with
an appropriate goal may provide similar reconfiguration and
degradation behavior as our approach. All above mentioned
approaches do not use visual specifications.

In [23], Strunk and Knight present a formal approach
for the specification of reconfiguration actions for real-time
embedded systems. Those reconfiguration actions specifi-
cally allow the specification of real-time annotations as
e.g. the action begins at the same time the system is no
longer operating under a certain service configuration. Our
approach uses a visual language for the specification in con-
trast to the textual notion of [23]. In addition, our degrada-
tion rules are part of fault tolerance patterns and thus can be
easily reused.

Graceful degradation is used in a wide variety of ap-
proaches [10, 20, 27]. Gonzalez et al. present in [10] an
approach to dynamically adapt the employed fault toleran-
ce for each incoming computation request. Similarly to our
approach, they can degrade non-functional properties like
fault-tolerance. In contrast, to our approach, they use no
visual language and adapt in case of variations to the rate
of incoming computation requests. Shelton et al. present in
[20] a framework for the analysis of graceful degradation
rules. They divide a component-based software system into

feature sets and compute what utility those different feature
sets provide in case of failures. In contrast to our approach,
they measure the system’s degradation which is the implicit
result of induced failures whereas our approach uses degra-
dation rules to react to failures.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Embedded software systems are an integral part of today’s
technical systems. Reliability and availability of those tech-
nical systems are important non-functional properties. As
those properties are affected by failures, fault tolerance
techniques are applied to provide protection from those fai-
lures. If the number of failures is too high, the system might
degrade its functional or non-functional properties in order
to maintain its operational status.

We presented a visual formalism for fault tolerance tech-
niques in this paper.Fault Tolerance Patterns capture struc-
ture, deployment and degradation for existing fault toleran-
ce techniques. We presented fault tolerance patterns for a
triple modular redundancy setup and a distributed recovery
block setup. Based on the visual specifications, we presen-
ted to self-repair the system in case of failures. Self-repair
either restores the system by redeployment of failed softwa-
re components or degrades the system’s functional or non-
functional properties by the execution of degradation rules.

We are currently integrating this approach into an execu-
tion framework and our case tool Fujaba4 in order to further
evaluate the benefits of the self-repair actions and the degra-
dation rules. Proof of degradation rules correctness is an im-
portant prerequisite for the application of the rules in highly
critical technical systems. Correctness includes detection of
conflicts or unsafe states in the degradation rules. Thus, we
are evaluating the formal verification approaches of [9] and
[18]. In addition, we will address temporal requirements of
degradation in future work. As a complement to degrada-
tion rules, improving rules will be considered which add
components which were previously removed by a degrada-
tion rule in order to improve functional and non-functional
properties during runtime.
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